


Who’s responsibility is safety?

































 To keep safety constantly on everyone's mind.



 You will find lots of Waste Industry accident 
Reports



















 reminder that SWANA needs to keep pushing 
for a stronger commitment to safety



 Industry Leaders
 Industry Personnel
 Our Elected Officials
 And the General Public
 Everyone



 Training
 Training
 And more training
 We have to keep people talking about safety
 To keep people thinking about safety



 We transitioned to a Class 2 Landfill, C&D 
Only in 1992

 York County Transfer Station was built. 
 MSW to the Richland Landfill.
 aka Screaming Eagle Road site. 



 • Two yard dogs
 • Two grapples
 • Two loaders 
 18 Trailers used for transport 



 Tipping Floor
 Basement ( Pit area for loading trailers)
 Tarping Shed



 • Three employees (extra driver as needed)
 • Four inmates utilized as labor



 • 23-30 53 foot trailer loads a day.
 • 20 tons per trailer.
 • Daily waste intake averages 525 tons.
 • Weekly MSW average 2625 tons.
 Yearly Average 135,000 tons.
 • Current tipping fee is $39.50



 Wear your PPE (Personal Protective Equipment)

 Safety Vest 
 Hard Hat 
 Safety Glasses 
 Steel Toe Boots



 Signage:
 Speed Limit (20 MPH)
 Caution signs (Yield to Trucks entering Road 

from Scales)
 Stop before entering scales
 Stop before entering Building
 Close your rear door before exiting building



 Person on foot with Walmart cart
 Lost Yorkie Terrier
 Group of sport utility vehicles filled with kids 

decided to visit the transfer station / 
unannounced



 We covered that earlier 



 We Train People



 Everyone must watch a TS safety video.





 Everyone must pass a written test on TS safety.

 Only 100% is accepted for the test score. 

 If you miss one you watch the video again 
and retest.



 You must be taught and given a copy of the TS 
Rules and Hand Signals.

 You must always wear your PPE.

 You must watch an operator run the loader in 
the TS.



 No foot traffic on your floor.

 No scavenging.



 You are told and asked to repeat back to the 
trainer that no one is allowed on the Transfer 
Station floor on foot.

 (only drivers under strict rules are on the 
floor)



 Driver stays within 6 feet of their vehicle at all 
times.

 No trucks closer than 15 feet to each other.

 20 Feet behind your truck is your safe zone.

 Safe zone is to open and close the rear door.



 Remind the drivers that only the driver should 
get out of the truck to open the rear door. 

 Not his helper.
 The helper cannot run over the driver, 
 But the driver can run over the helper.



 (((((Backing Accidents))))) 

 25% of accidents happen while backing

 Get out and look  (GOAL)

 Safety Mondays have sent out 4 Safety sheets on 
Backing.



 Keep mirrors clean. 
 Mirrors properly adjusted.
 Windows Clean.
 Free of stickers or any objects that can block the 

drivers field of view.
 Reverse alarms and cameras should be working
 Sound horn before backing



 You must be shown how to enter, exit, and 
operate the loader. 

 You must be shown how to do your pre trip 
inspection on the loader before your day 
begins.

 You are taught how to properly report all 
accidents.



 Document all training. 
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